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Introduction
Jordan Capri is an adorable teen cutie who started out doing her own solo-girl website at eighteen and
has now become one of the 31 flavors on the Lightspeed network of sites. Best of all, this petite
firecracker recently started doing a few hardcore updates for the very first time and her site is getting
hotter and hotter every day as a result!

Adult Review
Jordan Capri is one of the best solo performers featured on the always growing Lightspeed network of tease & please party
girls! She has a tight teen body and the kind of personality that easy to enjoy even only a few moments after you meet her
online for the first time.
  
  Her official solo site already has 89 video updates in its archives filmed in 480x360 resolution and it continues to grow on a
weekly basis. Along with those videos you also get access to thousands of studio quality pics from Jordan Capri in 1026x683
high-res image quality suitable for desktop wallpaper or fantastic offline slideshows!
  
  One of the cool parts of the Jordan Capri solo site is that the video updates are available as Ipod and PSP files as well. That
means perverts on the go can keep this brunette petite in their pocket and pull her out anytime, anywhere for a mood
enhancement during their day... or their night!
  
  While Jordan Capri is a solo girl website, it includes full access for up to 31 other Lightspeed sites like the ones listed in the
Included Sites list on the right side of this review. The site has a unique pricing plan. You can either pick any 10 of the 31
sites for $34.95 a month or you can spend five bucks more and get executive access to all 31 websites included in your
membership instead!
  
  Keep in mind, most of the content is softcore cuties dancing, prancing and partying with each other while you get a sneak
peek at all the sexy action. Jordan did recently do her first set of hardcore scenes but this site is more for the TasteBud who
enjoys innocent teen tarts showing their sweet side for the cameras.
  
  One drawback to the Jordan Capri members area is that it contains ads for other sites and stuff that costs extra. The
navigation of the site is really simple with a list of links to enter each of the sites included in your membership... but the DVD
advertisements and banner ads are annoying and really should be in their own section or something. Still, if that's the worst
thing about a site you can be sure it's well worth your attention. Take the tour and see for yourself.

Porn Summary
Jordan Capri is an exclusive solo girl site. That means if you take the tour and feel like playing with this brunette party girl...
her site is the only place you will find her. She is a true amateur hottie and well worth taking a look at!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Network access to 31 supercute teen sites will put a smile on your face.'
Quality: 85  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 86
Support: 84 Unique: 86    Taste: 89        Final: 88
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Brunettes, Coeds, Exclusive, Natural, Petite, Softcore, Solo, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 89
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